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The new Bee Line QTAC is the extremely fast

and accurate way to diagnose potential align-

ment problems on heavy duty vehicles.  The

QTAC is extremely easy-to-use and can be

taken right to the truck.  This feature allows

technicians the ability to “red flag” trucks that

require immediate attention.

For the fleet, the QTAC can be used to quickly
and effectively identify vehicles that have
improper toe settings which could lead to
expensive, rapid tire wear. 

For the servicing dealer or repair shop, the
QTAC will help the service provider to deliver a
low cost service that provides real value to fleet
customers and that will drive profitable business
into the service provider's alignment bay.    

The QTAC comes standard with a computer and portable cart that carries all
the components necessary to perform accurate alignment checks.  Alignment

results can be saved, prioritized and printed on any color printer.

FEATURES
Complete assembly on mobile cart

Toe check on vehicle anywhere. 

Set up and toe reading in less than 2 minutes. 

Minimal training required to set up tool on vehicle,

enter information in computer and perform reading. 

QTAC is designed to take accurate and repeatable

toe readings in a field environment with color coded

readings on the laptop computer for simple diagnosis.

BENEFITS
Easy to move where the work will be done. Self-contained. 

Work can be done conveniently in customer yards.

Fast readings mean many trucks can be checked in a short

time. Very productive. 

Low cost to train nearly any worker. Physical requirements

only require minimal bending and stretching. Red, yellow and

green lights require little operator interpretation. 

QTAC provides fast, low-cost, easy indication of whether

vehicle is candidate for further inspection, precision gauging

and possible adjustment and/or repair. 


